
 
 

Lungarno Pecori Giraldi - San Niccolò 
The closing and opening hours are indicated in the maps. 
 
The race course outbound from the city centre uses the Lungarno della Zecca Vecchia and the 
Lungarno Pecori Giraldi to go towards the Affrico overpass (Cavalcavia Affrico). Therefore the 
vehicles coming from Viali of circumvallation (Viali di circonvallazione), reaching the 
intersection with the Lungarno Pecori Giraldi, will neither be able to cross it in direction to 
Ponte San Niccolò, nor be able to take the Lungarno del Tempio in direction toward the south 
of Florence (Sud Firenze). To restore these connections an alternative itinerary (itinerary 4) 
has been set, which is valid both for accessing the zone south of Florence (Sud Firenze) and 
Gavinana coming from Viali of circumvallation (Viali di circonvallazione) as well as reconnecting 
with the Viali dei Colli: the vehicles coming from Viale Giovane Italia will turn to the left onto 
Lungarno Pecori Giraldi, keeping adjacent to the Caserma dei Carabinieri and then again left to 
place themselves onto Viale Amendola, which they will take until Via Colletta or until Viale 
Mazzini, where they will be able to turn right onto Via Mannelli (which will be inverted) where 
they will be able to reach the road below the dell’Affrico overpass; having passed under the 
overpass, using the Via Lorenzo Di Credi (which will be inverted), it will be possible to take Via 
De Sanctis (which will have one-way traffic towards the Lungarno Colombo); at the 
intersection De Sanctis-Colombo they will be able to turn left onto Lungarno Colombo in 
direction toward the south of Florence (Sud Firenze) or they will be able to cross the Arno on 
the Ponte da Verrazzano to reach the Gavinana neighbourhood or to return east towards 
Piazza Ferrucci and the Viali dei Colli. 
 

 
Itinerario 4 

 
Attention: the itinerary 4 is not to be utilized by heavy vehicles with a height 
superior than 4 meters due to the passage under the dell’Africo overpass. 
 
 



Itinerary 4 represents the main way to exit Florence towards the south and Gavinana for
the transport means that use the Viali of circumvallation (Viali di circonvallazione). 
Alternatively, it will be possible to use the Viale Don Minzoni, taking it from Piazza della 
Libertà, the Cure overpass (Cavalcavia delle Cure) and continuing onto the following itinerary: 
Viale dei Mille, Via Pacinotti, Viale Volta, Viale Righi, Viale Ojetti, Viale Duse, Viale Verga, to 
then reach th

 all 

e area of Via del Gignoro (excluding the days Thursday 26th, Friday 27th, 
sole will 

ed above, from Via del Gignoro to the Cure 
verpass (Cavalcavia delle Cure), can be used like the itinerary for an inbound city trip coming 

from the south of Florence (Sud Firenze). 
 

Saturday 28th and Sunday 29th in the phases during which the race course Firenze-Fie
be active).  
The inverse version of the itinerary describ
o

 


